
For years I had dreamed of going to Africa to experience the wildlife and nature- untouched by people.  I travelled to South Africa by myself for
the first time (I know- you might think that is quite scary and crazy for me to do that). I decided to do a wildlife volunteer programme with
International Working Holidays. I wanted to do this mainly to experience wildlife and nature outside of a Zoo. Without any keepers providing
them with security, daily feeding and daily enrichment etc. I wanted to experience Africa in it's rawest state, to see beautiful animals such as
lions, giraffe and elephants etc in their natural habitat. And let me tell you, it was the most rewarding experience that I have ever done. When I
saw Rhino roaming freely it literally brought a tear to my eye. My heart felt so full to see wildlife flourishing so naturally. Kruger National Park had
my heart within minutes.  

I went with International Working Holidays because they happily answered my millions of questions that I had. Being a first-time solo traveller I
was quite nervous. Shelby and the team follow you every step of the way, even when you have already arrived at your project. There is 24/7
contact with them and that made me feel more comfortable with going. 

Since coming back, I have been very focused on the conservation of wildlife and natural habitats. I didn't think it would consume me as much
as it has, but after experiencing Africa I knew I wanted to make a difference. I wanted to be more involved with preserving wildlife, to protect
them. I decided that I wanted to start playing my part in the conservation of all wildlife.  

I applied for a job role at Auckland Zoo. This was my foot in the door to do just that. I have now been happily working at the Zoo for 4
months, and one of the main reasons they hired me was because I had been to South Africa and experienced wildlife in its natural form and also
done some hands-on working rehabilitating lion cubs and hyenas.  My dream job was to always work with big cats and conservation. I now
understand how much of an important role Zoo's play in conservation. Because without them, for generations to come lions, tigers, orangutans,
elephants and rhinos etc won't be around. The best thing I could have ever done for myself was going to South Africa, and I couldn't have
achieved my dream without Shelby and the team at International Working Holidays. Charlotte Murch 
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